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ABSTRACT

We introduce an experimental approach for structural characterization of catalysts for fuel cells combining synchrotron x-ray spectroscopy and total scattering. The approach allows probing catalysts inside operating fuel cells with atomic-level precision (~0.02 Å) and element specificity (~2–3 at%) in both time (~1 min) and space (~µm) resolved manner. The approach is demonstrated on exemplary Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu nanoalloy catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) deposited on the cathode of an operating proton exchange membrane fuel cell. In operando x-ray data show that under operating conditions, the catalyst particles can undergo specific structural changes, ranging from sub-Å atomic fluctuations and sharp nanophase transitions to a gradual strain relaxation and growth, which in conflict significant losses in their ORR activity. Though triggered electrochemically, the changes are not driven solely by differences in the reduction potential and surface energy of the metallic species constituting the nanoalloys but also by the formation energy of competing nanophases, mismatch between the size of individual atomic species and their ability to interdiffuse fast in search of energetically favorable configurations. Given their complexity, the changes are difficult to predict and so the resulting ORR losses remain difficult to limit. We show that in operando knowledge of the structural evolution of nanoalloy catalysts helps create strategies for improving their activity and stability. In particular, we show that shaping Pd-Sn nanoalloys rich in Pd as cubes reduces the interdiffusion of atoms at their surface and so makes them better catalysts for ORR in fuel cells in comparison to other Pd-Sn nanoalloys. In addition, we demonstrate that the approach introduced here can provide knowledge of other major factors affecting the performance of fuel cells such as operating temperature and the overall catalyst utilization, in particular the evolution of elemental and mass distribution of catalyst particles over the cells’ cathode. Last but not least, we discuss how in operando x-ray spectroscopy and total x-ray scattering can bridge the knowledge gap between the widely used in situ SAXS, EXAFS and monocrystal surface XRD techniques for structural characterization of nanoalloy catalysts explored for energy related applications.

1. Introduction

Fuel cells are a viable alternative to mankind’s dependence on fossil fuels. Unfortunately, fuel cells are not on the market yet, mostly because of the lack of efficient and affordable catalysts for the sluggish chemical reactions driving cells’ operation, such as the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). The reaction takes place at the cathode of virtually all fuel cells and, without loss of generality, can be expressed as \( \text{O}_2 + 4 \text{H}^+ + 4e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} \), that is, oxygen molecules adsorbed and reduced at the cell’s cathode react with protons supplied by the cell’s anode to form water. Studies have shown that the ORR proceeds via a number of steps including, among others, a dissociative adsorption of molecular oxygen and removal of reaction intermediates such as atomic oxygen and hydroxyl (OH) groups. The current understanding is that an efficient catalyst for the ORR would bind oxygen molecules with sufficient strength to facilitate the cleavage of \( \text{O}_2 \) bonds but weakly enough to...
release the reaction intermediates and product when the reaction is complete [1–6].

Pure Pt is the best monometallic catalyst for the ORR, even though, according to theory, it binds oxygen somewhat too strongly by about 0.2 eV [7]. Unfortunately, pure Pt is not suitable for large-scale applications mostly because it is one of the world’s rarest metals. Binary and ternary nanoalloys involving noble metals, such as Pt, Au and Pd, transition metals, such as Ni, Co, Fe and Cu, and post-transition metals, such as Sn and Pb, have proven rather affordable and so more active catalysts for the ORR as compared to pure Pt nanoparticles (NPs) [8–12]. Qualitatively, the improvement has been attributed to one or more of the following factors: i) ligand/electronic effects arising from charge exchange between the noble and non-noble metal atoms, ii) strain effects arising from the difference between the size of noble and non-noble metal atoms and iii) geometric effects where particular configurations of surface noble and non-noble metal atoms appear beneficial to the ORR [11–14]. When used inside fuel cells though, the very promising nanoalloy catalysts produced so far are often found less efficient than expected. The reason is that the catalyst particles would undergo specific atomic-level changes that inflict significant losses in their ORR activity, thereby limiting the cells’ performance. The problem triggered off a number of studies on the structural transformations of nanoalloy catalysts exposed to the harsh environment inside operating fuel cells, including in situ synchrotron SAXS, EXAFS and monocrystal surface XRD [5,9,12,15–19]. Despite extensive research, the driving force, scope and dynamics of the atomic-level changes of functioning nanoalloy catalysts remain not well understood and so the resulting ORR activity losses remain difficult to limit. Here we introduce another synchrotron x-ray radiation based approach for studying catalysts inside fuel cells that combines the proven advantages of energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and high-energy total x-ray scattering in characterizing nanosized materials at atomic level [20,21]. The great capabilities of the approach are summarized in Scheme 1.

For the sake of generality, we demonstrate the usefulness of the approach by applying it on binary and ternary nanoalloy catalysts involving different noble, transition and post-transition metals. The nanoalloy catalysts probed here have been a subject of ex situ studies for ORR activity and stability but never evaluated inside an operating fuel cell. In particular, we study three members of the family of Pd-Sn nanoalloys (with Pd ≥ 50 at%), which have been shown to exhibit both high catalytic activity for the ORR and enhanced tolerance for ethanol and methanol [22]. Largely, the improved ORR activity of Pd-Sn nanoalloys is explained in terms of charge transfer from the less electronegative Sn (1.96) to the more electronegative Pd (2.2) atoms. The resulting charge-deficient Sn and negatively charged (electron-rich) Pd atoms in the nanoalloys would bind oxygen species stronger and weaker comparing to pure Sn and Pd surfaces, respectively, thereby accelerating the ORR kinetics [23,24]. We also study a catalyst from the family of Pt-Ni-Cu nanoalloys (Pt < 50 at%). Here, the improvement in ORR activity is attributed to charge transfer from the less electronegative transition metal atoms to more electronegative Pt atoms (1.90 for Ni and Cu vs 2.28 for Pt) and, furthermore, shortening of Pt-Pt bonding distances, i.e. compressive strain. The latter is due to the difference in the elemental size of Pt (2.77 Å), Ni (2.50 Å) and Cu (2.56 Å) atoms. Both the charge transfer and compressive strain would lead to a downshift of the d-electron band of surface Pt atoms and, hence, diminishing the “poisoning” effect of ORR intermediates. Besides, it is considered that the presence of two types of transition metal atoms in the nanoalloys creates opportunities for manoeuvring of oxygen species over different surface sites, thereby enabling an extra bi-functional mechanism for accelerating the ORR kinetics [9–11,25–27]. Note that according to Pauling’s theory of chemical bonding [28], and as shown by independent experimental [29] and DFT studies [30], the length and strength of bonds between atoms in alloys and the exchange of charge between atoms involved in the bonds are strongly coupled. Hence, here we consider that the electronic and strain effects in Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu nanoalloy catalysts largely act together at atomic level and refer to them as bonding effects. Furthermore, we use the noble metal atoms involving bonding distances as a relative measure of the bonding effects i.e. strength of metal-to-metal atom interactions, in the respective nanoalloys. Lastly, we validate the approach on standard pure Pt and Pt3Ni catalysts.

2. Experimental

Nanoalloy Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu particles were synthesized following a wet chemistry route described in the Supplementary information (SI). The as-synthesized NPs were deposited on carbon black and activated for catalytic applications by a post-synthesis treatment involving heating at 260 °C in N2 for 30 min followed by heating at 400 °C in 15 vol% H2 for 120 min. The overall chemical composition of activated Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs, hereafter referred to as fresh Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs, was determined by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and confirmed by independent EDS as described in the SI. Fresh Pd-Sn alloy NPs appeared with an overall chemical composition of Pd48Sn52, Pd78Sn22 and Pd45Sn55.

Scheme 1. Mechanistic description of ORR at the cathode of a PEMFC and in operando EDS & HE-XRD experiments on the PEMFC cathode catalyst. Hydrogen (H2) molecules are delivered to the PEMFC anode and split into protons and electrons via a reaction known as the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR). The resulting protons permeate through a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) to the PEMFC cathode while electrons reach it via an external circuit, thus generating current output. Oxygen (O2) molecules reduced at the PEMFC cathode react with the protons arriving at it, forming water. The reaction, known as ORR, is six orders of magnitude slower than HOR, necessitating a very efficient catalyst, e.g. nanoalloy particles, for speeding it up. Thanks to their high-flux and energy, synchroton x-rays are able to probe the PEMFC cathode catalyst with sub-Å precision, in both time (~ min) and space (~ μm) resolved manner. Experimental data provide information for the evolution of ORR activity, chemical composition, nanophase content, geometric surface area, 3D structure and bonding interactions between the constituent atoms of the PEMFC cathode catalysts as they function under actual operating conditions. The catalysts’ utilization, related to the evolving chemistry and mass distribution of the catalysts’ particles over the cathode side of MEA, is also assessed.
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chemical composition of fresh Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs turned out to be Pt37Ni29Cu34.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements described in the SI (see Figs. S18 and S19) confirmed that Pd-Sn nanoparticles are nanoalloys wherein the individual Pd and Sn atoms influence each other’s electronic structure, including transfer of charge from Sn to Pd atoms. XPS data for Pd37Sn52Cu34 alloy NPs indicated a downshift of the occupied d-electron states of Pt atoms, likely rendering surface Pt sites in the NPs less reactive in comparison to pure Pt surfaces.

The size and shape of fresh Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs were determined by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) as described in the SI. Exemplary TEM and high-resolution (HR)-TEM images are shown in Figs. S1 and S2, respectively. As can be seen in the Figures, the NPs are approximately 7.8 (±1.5) nm in size and spherical in shape. In addition, as indicated by the clear lattice fringes appearing in the respective HR-TEM images, the NPs possess a good degree of crystallinity.

The size of fresh NPs was also determined from the full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of strong sharp Bragg-like peaks in their high-energy x-ray diffraction (HE-XRD) patterns. Within the limits of the experimental accuracy, HE-XRD and TEM determined sizes of fresh Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs appeared about the same.

Catalytic activity of fresh Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs for the ORR was determined by ex situ cyclic voltammetry (CV) and rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiments conducted on a standard 3-electrode cell. The catalytic activity of fresh Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs for the ORR was determined following standard procedures [37]. Exemplary EDS spectra are shown in Fig. S8. From the spectra, PEMFC operation were determined following standard procedures [37]. As can be seen in the Figure, exemplary EDS spectra are shown in Fig. S8. From the spectra,

While the changes in the overall chemical composition of the NPs during the PEMFC operation were determined following standard procedures [37]. The changes are summarized in Fig. 1a, b and, in better detail, in Fig. S9.

3. Results and discussion

As data in Fig. 1a show, on average, the chemical composition of Pd37Sn52, Pd37Sn22, and Pd37Sn35 alloy NPs undergone 1600 potential cycles inside the PEMFC increased from 7.8 (±1.5) nm to about 9.5 (±1.5) nm, 9.1 (±1.5) nm, 8.8 (±1.5) nm and 8.6 (±1.5) nm, respectively.
has leached from the respective Pd-Sn NPs. Furthermore, as data in Fig. 2b show, the chemical composition of Pt\textsubscript{37}Ni\textsubscript{29}Cu\textsubscript{34} NPs undergone 1600 potential cycles inside the PEMFC has changed to Pt\textsubscript{52}Ni\textsubscript{17}Cu\textsubscript{31}. Here, likely due to their rather low reduction potential (−0.25 V for Ni vs 0.34 V for Cu vs 1.19 V for Pt), minority Ni species have primarily leached from the cycled Pt-Ni-Cu NPs. The observed significant changes in the chemical composition of cycled Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs prompted us to conduct both qualitative and quantitative (nano)phase analysis of the NPs. The analysis involved a “search and match” procedure based on rigorously comparing atomic PDFs derived from model nanophases with the respective \textit{in operando} PDF data sets. A model reproducing the experimental data in very good detail, i.e. minimizing the residual between the model computed and experimental PDF data set, was considered a truthful representation of the nanophase type and content of the respective NPs. Model nanophases were based on crystal structures adopted by bulk Pd-Sn and Pt-transition metal alloys (transition metal = Ni, Cu). For reference, bulk Pt-(Ni/Cu) and particularly Pd-Sn alloys exhibit a number of intermetallic phases over a broad range of alloys’ compositions (see Figs. S10, S11 and S12). Fragments of the phase types explored in the nanophase analysis are shown in Fig. S13. Exemplary results of the nanophase analysis of fresh and cycled Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs are shown in Figs. 3c, d and 4, S14 and S15. More details of the nanophase analysis can be found in the SI.

As can be seen in Fig. 3d, fresh Pd\textsubscript{43}Sn\textsubscript{57} NPs appear as an orthorhombic nanoalloy. Soon after the PEMFC starts operating, that is within the first hour of PEMFC operation, Pd\textsubscript{43}Sn\textsubscript{57} NPs suffer big loss in Sn species (see Fig. 1a) and segregate into a mixture of a dominant hexagonal- (87 vol%) and secondary cubic-type (13 vol%) nanophases. After five more hours of potential cycling, the NPs remain phase segregated into a mixture of a hexagonal (79 vol%) and cubic-type (21 vol %) nanophases. As can be seen in Fig. 4, fresh Pd\textsubscript{78}Sn\textsubscript{22} NPs appear as an orthorhombic nanoalloy. Soon after the PEMFC starts operating, that is within the first hour of PEMFC operation, Pd\textsubscript{78}Sn\textsubscript{22} NPs suffer big loss in Sn species (see Fig. 1a) and segregate into a mixture of a dominant hexagonal- (87 vol%) and secondary cubic-type (13 vol%) nanophases. After five more hours of potential cycling, the NPs remain phase segregated into a mixture of a hexagonal (79 vol%) and cubic-type (21 vol %) nanophases. As can be seen in Fig. 4, fresh Pd\textsubscript{78}Sn\textsubscript{22} NPs appear as an orthorhombic nanoalloy.
orthorhombic (82 vol%) and secondary cubic-type (12 vol%) nanophases. Upon undergoing 1600 potential cycles, the NPs end up as a mixture of an orthorhombic (74 vol%) and cubic-type (26 vol%) nanophases. Likewise, within the first hour of PEMFC operation, cycled Pt$_{37}$Ni$_{29}$Cu$_{34}$ NPs suffer loss in both Cu and Ni metal species (see Fig. 1b) and segregate into a mixture of a tetragonal (44 vol%) and cubic-type (56 vol%) nanophases. During five more hours of potential cycling, the NPs suffer losses mostly in Ni species and remain phase segregated. On the other hand, regardless having suffered significant loss in Pd species (see Fig. 1a), cycled Pd$_{95}$Sn$_{5}$ NPs retain their cubic-type phase state throughout the PEMFC operation. Notably, as data in Figs. 1, 3 and 4 show, both the structure type of fresh Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu NPs remain consistent with their initial composition.
Cu alloy NPs and the trajectory of structural phase transformations they experience during the PEMFC operation mirror the phase diagram of the respective bulk alloys.

Major atomic-level changes in metallic nanoalloy catalysts functioning under real operating conditions, in particular structural nanophase transitions, are seen as big changes in the number, position and intensity of major peaks in the concurrently obtained in operando atomic PDFs (e. g. see the PDF data sets for Pd$_{43}$Sn$_{57}$ NPs shown in Fig. 3c and d). Hence, the changes are easy to recognize by conventionally inspecting the PDFs (e.g. see the color maps of PDF peaks shown in Fig. 3b and S20). Subtle but important atomic-level modifications of functioning nanoalloy catalysts such as, for example, local strain relaxation, may be overshadowed by strong features in the respective PDFs and so are easy to miss. Therefore, we analyzed the in operando atomic PDFs for cycled Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu NPs in terms of the statistical scedasticity formalism. As discussed in the SI, changes in statistical properties of a time series of successive in operando PDFs, such as scedasticity, can reveal subtle atomic-level modifications of the studied NPs. 2D scedasticity map computed from the in operando PDFs for Pd$_{43}$Sn$_{57}$ NPs is shown in Fig. 3a. 2D scedasticity maps for Pd$_{95}$Sn$_5$, Pd$_{90}$Sn$_5$ and Pt$_{78}$Ni$_{22}$Cu$_{34}$ NPs are shown Fig. S20(first row). The maps confirm that cycled Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs experience major structural changes soon after the PEMFC starts operating. Besides, the maps reveal that the characteristic atomic pair distances and so local strain in the NPs gradually evolve during the PEMFC operation. To be more precise, Pd-involving bonding distances in fresh Pd$_{95}$Sn$_5$, Pd$_{78}$Sn$_{22}$ and Pd$_{43}$Sn$_{57}$ alloy NPs appear expanded by about 1.5%, 1.9% and 4.6%, respectively, as compared to the bonding distance in bulk Pd (2.755 Å). Bonding distances in Pd$_{95}$Sn$_5$ and Pd$_{90}$Sn$_5$ NPs undergo 1600 cycles appear further expanded, thereby increasing the local tensile strain in the NPs to 1.8% and 2.5%, respectively. Bonding distances in Pd$_{43}$Sn$_{57}$ NPs undergo 1600 cycles though shrink, diminishing the local tensile strain in the NPs to about 2.9%. When compared to the bonding distance in bulk Pt (2.775 Å), Pt-involving bonding distances in fresh Pt$_{78}$Ni$_{22}$Cu$_{34}$ NPs appear compressed by 5.3%. Upon undergoing 1600 potential cycles, the local compressive strain in the NPs diminishes to 3.7%. Markedly, as the oscillations of the intensity of the first peak in the respective in operando PDFs show (see the color maps in Fig. 3b, S16 and S20), the structural changes of cycled Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu NPs also involve frequent sub-Å atomic fluctuations likely related to a re-packing of nearby atoms in the NPs.

The observed continuous changes in the chemical composition and average size of cycled Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs signal the presence of an effective mass transport within the cathode side of MEA. The magnitude of the mass transport was evaluated by measuring and comparing the elemental and mass distribution (loading) of catalyst particles over the PEMFC cathode for three characteristic time periods of the PEMFC operation. Measurements were done by scanning a 4.5 mm by 4.5 mm area of the MEAs using an x-ray beam with a footprint of about 40 µm by 20 µm. Maps of the elemental and mass distribution of cycled Pd$_{43}$Sn$_{57}$ alloy NPs over the PEMFC cathode obtained after the PEMFS has operated for about one, two and a half, and five hours are shown in Fig. 5. Maps indicative of the time evolution of the elemental and mass distribution of Pd$_{95}$Sn$_{22}$, Pd$_{90}$Sn$_{5}$ and Pt$_{78}$Ni$_{22}$Cu$_{34}$ alloy NPs over the PEMFC cathode are shown in Figs. S21, S22 and S23, respectively. Inspection of the maps reveals that, during the PEMFC operation, catalyst particles accumulate in some and virtually disappear from other mm-size areas of the PEMFC cathode. Though to a smaller extent, the average chemical composition of the NPs is also seen to experience mm-size fluctuations during the PEMFC operation. Experimental atomic PDFs from spots of the MEAs where the loading and chemical composition of the cycled NPs exhibit large fluctuations (follow the slanted arrows in Fig. 5, S21, S22 and S23) are summarized in Figs. S14 and S15. The PDFs are well reproduced by models featuring the nanophases characteristic for the cycled NPs as a whole (compare with the respective data sets shown in Figs. 3 and 4). Results indicate that, largely, it is the loading and average chemical composition and not the phase type of nanoalloy particles that exhibit significant fluctuations over the cathode side of MEA during the PEMFC operation. Altogether, data in Figs. 2–S, S21, S22 and S23 show that, under realistic operating conditions, Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs undergo significant atomic-level changes, including dissolution of metallic species, sub-Å atomic fluctuations, sharp structural transitions leading to a partial or complete nanophase segregation and local strain relaxation. Besides, the NPs exchange dissolved atomic species over mm-range distances and, on average, increase in size by 2–3 nm. Notably, several of the changes occur simultaneously but at significantly different rates.

To quantify the relationship between the atomic-level changes and loss in ORR activity experienced by Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs during the PEMFC operation, we summarized experimental data for the phase content, GSA and ORR activity of the NPs in Fig. 6. Experimental...
data for the evolution of atomic-level strain in the NPs, as obtained from changes of the respective bonding distances, are also shown in the Figure. As can be seen in the Figure, the ORR activity (effective MA) of both Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu NPs drops fast soon after the PEMFC starts operating and, furthermore, the magnitude of the drop is different for the different NPs. The drop occurs when the NPs undergo a sharp phase transition and/or the atomic-level strain in the NPs changes fast. It can be rationalized as follows: Based on the difference in the elemental size of Sn (~3.2 Å) and Pd (2.75 Å) [38,39], it may be expected that Sn and Pd atoms in Pd-Sn alloy NPs would be under significant “compressive” and “tensile” stress, respectively. It follows then that diminishing the number of majority atoms in the respective NPs, e.g. through dissolution, would be energetically favorable because it would reduce the excessive stress on the minority atoms. Furthermore, Pd and Sn atoms remaining in the nanoalloys would tend to restructure in an energetically favorable configuration. The restructuring would be fast because the interdiffusion of atomic species in nanoalloys is several orders of magnitude faster than that in bulk alloys [40,41]. Besides, it may trigger phase transitions into structure types characteristic of the bulk counterparts of the nanoalloys (see the phase diagrams for Pd-Sn system shown Fig. 1a). The local coordination of atoms and bonding distances in the NPs would change accordingly. Concurrent nanophase segregation, changes in the local atomic coordination and bonding distances would disrupt irreversibly cooperative interactions between unlike atomic species in cycled Pd-Sn alloy NPs that are beneficial to the ORR kinetics, in particular the strain and electronic effects discussed above. Hence, the catalytic activity of the NPs for ORR would drop fast, as indeed observed here. The initial trajectory of changes in the atomic structure and ORR activity of cycled Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs also appears to be strongly influenced by factors related to minimization of atomic-level stresses and intra-particle diffusion because the NPs are seen to segregate into a mixture of an fcc and not so densely packed tetragonal nanophasess (see PDF fits in Fig. 4), both occurring with the respective bulk alloys (see the phase diagram for Pt-TM system shown in Fig. 1b). The gradual diminishing of the ORR activity of both Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs with the further PEMFC operation coincides with incremental structural changes of the NPs such as a continuous local strain relaxation, variation in the nanophase content and exchange of leached-off metallic species between individual NPs leading to a substantial increase in their size. The concurrent effective mass transport over the PEMFC cathode and likely coalescing of individual NPs can be added to the list. As discussed in work of others [4,6,12,25,42], largely, such structural changes would gradually diminish the ECSA and so overall catalytic activity of the NPs for ORR, which is exactly what our experimental data show. Altogether, data in Fig. 6 indicate the presence of an instant link between the structural changes and ORR activity losses experienced by nanoalloy catalysts functioning inside a PEMFC.

To validate our findings, we studied standard (E-tek) Pt NPs strictly following the experimental protocol described above. Results are summarized in Fig. S25. As can be seen in Figure, Pt NPs cycled for about 5 h suffer a moderate loss in ORR activity, which may be attributed to the combined effect of a local strain relaxation and gradual decrease in their GSA/ECSA. Mass transport over the PEMFC cathode is also moderate in comparison to that observed with Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs (compare data in Fig. S23 and S25). Results are in line with the findings of previous studies on the ORR activity and stability of pure Pt NPs [5,12,31,43], thus attesting to the reliability of present \textit{in operando} EDS and total x-rays scattering experiments. We also studied standard Pt3Ni alloy NPs, which are known to exhibit high ORR activity, this time changing the experimental protocol. In particular, we cycled the NPs for 1 h at room temperature (~25 °C) and then for another hour at 80 °C. Results are summarized in Fig. S24 and S26. As can be seen in the Figures, the NPs undergo significant atomic-level changes at room temperature, including loss in Ni species and a concurrent sharp expansion of bonding distances. For reasons discussed above, it may be expected that the ORR activity of the NPs would drop, which is what we observe. An increase in the operating temperature of the PEMFC by 55 °C results in an immediate surge in the current output of the PEMFC (by about 30%). Largely, the surge may be attributed to an improvement of the MEA permittivity [31]. The surge though is likely to be temporary because the catalyst particles keep growing in size and re-
distributing over the PEMFC cathode. The effect of permanently increased thermal displacements of atoms in the catalyst particles on their ORR activity and, hence, performance of the PEMFCs in terms of current output deserves more detailed structure studies. Nevertheless, results of the experiment involving a Pt3Ni nanoalloy catalyst for ORR attest to the sensitivity of in operando EDS and total x-rays scattering to specifics of the fuel cells’ operation. Note that, given the strict temperature, gas flow rate and duty-cycling control exercised during the studies of Pd-Sn and Pt-Ni-Cu alloy NPs, trends exhibited by the data sets presented in Fig. 6 appear highly reliable.

Among others, the in operando experiments indicated that the ability of atomic species in nanoalloy particles to interdiffuse fast facilitates structural transformations leading to nanophase segregation and abrupt changes in bonding effects, thus inflicting losses in the nanoalloy’s activity for ORR. Here we explored the possibility to bring the interdiffusion under certain control and so reduce the related to it ORR losses by bringing the particle’s composition, structure type and morphology in accord with each other. In particular, a comparison between in operando (see Fig. S5) and in house (see Fig. S3) catalytic data indicated that Pd-Sn alloy NPs with a relatively low Sn content (< 25 at %) and cubic-type atomic structure are potentially excellent catalysts for the ORR taking place inside PEMFCs. Studies of others have also indicated that the optimal surface concentration of the non-noble metal component of binary nanoalloy catalysts for ORR that is capable of providing oxygen species to the NM component, (NM = Pt and Pd), would be in the range of 20–30 at%.

Furthermore, the ORR activity of Pd surfaces is known to increase in the order Pd(110)fcc < Pd(111)fcc « Pd(100)fcc. Lastly, it has been demonstrated by experiment that facets generic to structures of metallic atoms tend to stabilize the structures and, hence, their physicochemical properties to a great extent. Thus, hinted by the results of present study and work of others, we synthesized Sn-poor nanoalloy particles terminated by (100)fcc facets alone, hereafter referred to as Pd-Sn nanocubes. Details of the synthesis of Pd-Sn nanocubes can be found in the SI. Representative TEM and HR-TEM images of the nanocubes are shown in Fig. 7c and d, respectively. As can be seen in the Figures, the nanocubes appeared with an average size of approximately 7.5 (± 1.5) nm and good crystallinity. Per ICP-AES, the average chemical composition of the nanocubes turned out to be Pd96Sn4. The nanocubes were subjected to an accelerated test for ORR activity and stability following the protocol described above. Analysis of the experimental in operando atomic PDFs showed that, regardless having suffered loss in Pd species (~ 15 at % from the initial value; see Fig. S9), the nanocubes maintain their cubic-type atomic structure and bonding distances during the potential

Fig. 6. Color maps of the phase content of (a) Pd43Sn67, (b) Pd78Sn22, (c) Pd95Sn5 and (d) Pt37Ni29Cu34 alloy NPs vs time of electrochemical cycling. Percentage of the individual nanophases are to be read from the vertical axis on the right. The rate of change of the atomic-level strain in the NPs is also given (arrow and symbols in green). For reference, the atomic-level tensile strain in fresh Pd43Sn67, Pd78Sn22 and Pd95Sn5 alloy NPs is 4.6%, 1.9%, 1.5%, respectively. The atomic-level compressive strain in fresh Pt37Ni29Cu34 alloy NPs is 5.3%. As discussed in the text, changes in the atomic-level strain reflect the evolution of bonding distances/effects in the respective NPs. Also given are the retention of the initial GSA (arrow and symbols in red) and effective MA (arrow and symbols in blue) of the NPs for ORR. The former is evaluated from changes in the average NP’s size whereas the latter reflects changes in the current output of the PEMFC (e.g. see Fig. 2c). Note that per EDS data, the composition of cycled NPs changes due to leaching of atomic species during the PEMFC operation (follow the horizontal black arrows on top of the plots). Vertical arrow in (c) marks the instant of PEMFC operation when the effective MA of Pd95Sn5 alloy NPs partially recovers from the initial loses and then hardly changes with further cycling.
cycling (see Fig. 7a). The nanocubes do not suffer significant loss in ORR activity either (see Fig. S5). On the contrary, under operating conditions, they adopt transient structural states that exhibit somewhat improved ORR activity (see the slow oscillations in the MA, GSA and strain values summarized in Fig. 7b). We argue that Pd-Sn nanocubes preserve their structural integrity and so ORR activity because the interdiffusion of atoms near their facets is reduced to hopping of atoms between largely equivalent positions. The lack of significant fluctuations in both the position and intensity of the first peak in the in operando PDFs for the cycled nanocubes also indicates that they do not experience irreversible structural changes during the PEMFC operation (see Fig. S16). A comparison between the higher-r part of the experimental atomic PDFs for cycled Pd<sub>96</sub>Sn<sub>4</sub> nanocubes and spherical Pd<sub>95</sub>Sn<sub>5</sub> NPs indicates that the surface of the former indeed remains more ordered at atomic level as compared to that of the latter (see Fig. S17). This is important because uneven surfaces of nanoalloys involving Pd are known to bind ORR intermediates stronger than smooth Pd surfaces and so underperform as catalysts for ORR [4–6,18,43]. Currently, we are optimizing the ORR activity of Pd-Sn nanocubes by fine-tuning details in their synthesis and post-synthesis treatment. It may be difficult to decide ‘a priori’ on the relative importance of factors such as reduction potential, surface energy and size of distinct atomic species, propensity to form stable nanostructures through full-scale phase transitions and/or continuous local re-allying, particle growth and mass redistribution over the cells’ cathode in determining the type and scope of atomic-level changes that nanoalloy catalysts would indeed undergo under operating conditions [39]. The experimental approach introduced here may be very helpful in this respect due to its ability to identify the major factors behind the observed ORR activity losses without evoking model assumptions and, hence, enable
of local atomic disorder, can help improve the accuracy of EXAFS the particle's structure type obtained by PDF analysis of x-ray scattering empli characterization of nanoalloy catalysts such as between other widely used.

4. Conclusions

In summary, combined in operando x-ray spectrometry and total scattering experiments conducted here evidence that, under operating conditions, nanoalloy catalysts for the ORR taking place at the cathode of fuel cells, in particular PEMFCs, can undergo structural changes with a largely different dynamics and/or scope. The changes can be identified and quantified with atomic-level precision (~0.02 Å) and element specificity (~2–3 at%), and linked to the resulting ORR activity losses in both time (~1 min) and space (~μm) resolved manner. This experimental approach expands on the ex situ techniques currently in use by providing unique information for the evolution of the chemical composition, geometric surface area, phase content, 3D structure and strength of interactions between the constituent atoms of nanoalloy catalysts functioning under realistic operating conditions, as exemplified in Scheme 1. The overall catalyst utilization, related to the elemental and mass distribution of catalyst particles over the PEMFC cathode, and specifics of the PEMFCs operation such as, for example, operation temperature, can also be assessed. The knowledge can provide valuable feedback for the success of the ongoing effort to engineer better MEAs in particular, and optimize the performance of PEMFCs in general. Ultimately, combined with other widely used in situ techniques for structural characterization of functioning catalysts such as in situ SAXS, EXAFS and monocrystal surface XRD, in operando x-ray spectroscopy and total scattering can help transform the promise of fuel cell technologies into an affordable reality.
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